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July 30, 2021 
 
commentletters@ifrs.org 
 
 
IFRS Foundation 
30 Cannon Street 
London EC4M 6XH 
United Kingdom 

 

RE: ED 2021/1 – Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities 

Dear Board Members, 

The Comitê de Pronunciamentos Contábeis ‐ CPC (Brazilian Accounting Pronouncements 
Committee)1 welcomes the opportunity to respond to ED 2021/1 – Regulatory assets and 
regulatory liabilities. 

We are a standard-setting body engaged in the study, development and issuance of 
accounting standards, interpretations and guidance for Brazilian companies. 

In general, we welcome the ED as a long waited proposed standard to capture useful 
information to the users of the financial statements of entities that operate rate regulated 
contracts. Our conclusions, which are reflected in the responses to the Discussion Paper, are 
the following: 

1. We agree in general with the proposed ED. However, we believe certain clarifications 
would be necessary as to avoid inconsistencies in the adoption of the future Standard; 

2. Clarification if entities that “indirectly” bill the customers (through the Grantor) fall within 
the scope of the Standard would be welcome (response 1(b) and 1(d)); 

3. Entities that took advantage of other standards and recognised financial assets and 
liabilities for certain temporary differences that, in the light of the proposed ED, would 
primarily recognise regulatory assets and liabilities might feel precluded to adopt the 
new Standard (response 1(c) and 1(f)); 

4. An explicit boundary between IFRS 12 and the new Standard would avoid dubious 
interpretations (response 1(c) and 1(f)); 

5. A profit component might not always exist in certain allowable expenses, so an 
inclusion of a profit component in the total allowable compensation might not always 
be applicable (response 2(b)); 

6. Situations where a timing difference could give rise to a non-cash compensation should 
be addressed (response 3(c)) 

 
1The Brazilian Accounting Pronouncements Committee (CPC) is a standard‐setting body engaged in the study, 

development and issuance of accounting standards, interpretations and guidances for Brazilian companies. Our 
members are nominated by the following entities: ABRASCA (Brazilian Listed Companies Association), APIMEC 
(National Association of Capital Market Investment Professionals and Analysts), B3 (Brazilian Stock Exchange and 
Mercantile & Future Exchange), CFC (Federal Accounting Council), FIPECAFI (Financial and Accounting Research 
Institute Foundation) and IBRACON (Brazilian Institute of Independent Auditors). 
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7. If the regulatory agreement is specific about rates for each class of regulatory asset or 
liability, those rates should be used – assuming they are sufficient (response 6(a) and 
6(c)); 

8. Under the light of the proposed presentation in the statement of financial performance, 
we understand the proposed Standard should give consideration on the mechanism of 
revenue recognition according to IFRS 15 and according to the proposed Standard 
(response 8(a)); 

9. The disclosures proposals could bring preparers to include extended, complex and 
non-useful information (response 9); 

10. A practical expedient for the retrospective adoption might be useful (response 10). 
 
The detailed responses to the questions are included below. If you have any questions about 
our comments, please contact us at operacoes@cpc.org.br. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Rogerio Lopes Mota 
Chair of International Affairs  
Comitê de Pronunciamentos Contábeis (CPC) 
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Question 1 – Objective and scope 
(a) Do you agree with the objective of the Exposure Draft? Why or why not? 
 (b) Do you agree with the proposed scope of the Exposure Draft? Why or why not? If not, 
what scope do you suggest and why? 
(c) Do you agree that the proposals in the Exposure Draft are clear enough to enable an entity 
to determine whether a regulatory agreement gives rise to regulatory assets and regulatory 
liabilities? If not, what additional requirements do you recommend and why? 
(d) Do you agree that the requirements proposed in the Exposure Draft should apply to all 
regulatory agreements and not only to those that have a particular legal form or those enforced 
by a regulator with particular attributes? Why or why not? If not, how and why should the Board 
specify what form a regulatory agreement should have, and how and why should it define a 
regulator? 
(e) Have you identified any situations in which the proposed requirements would affect 
activities that you do not view as subject to rate regulation? If so, please describe the situations, 
state whether you have any concerns about those effects and explain what your concerns are. 
(f) Do you agree that an entity should not recognise any assets or liabilities created by a 
regulatory agreement other than regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities and other assets 
and liabilities, if any, that are already required or permitted to be recognised by IFRS 
Standards? 

 
CPC response: 

Item (a) 

In mature regulatory systems, or those who have proven operationally effective, investors and 
lenders understand that it is probable that regulatory balances will be received or paid in the 
near future. Consequently, they consider that these balances represent a firm right to 
receive/duty to pay originated from the regulatory arrangement, as well as a guaranteed 
expected cash flow. 

Currently most of the investors and lenders already use financial statements figures adjusted 
for amounts derived from rate regulation on its decision making. For example, in Brazil some 
financial indexes covenants clauses included in loan agreements adjust the financial 
statements figures in order to consider the regulatory amounts. 

As such, we agree with the objective of the scope. 

Items (b) and (d) 

It is common in the local jurisdiction that certain agreements between Operator and Regulator 
are not exactly or explicitly predicted in the regulatory agreement. For example, in periodic 
tariff reviews of contracts where the tariff is adjusted by an inflation index, the Regulator, for 
macroeconomic, customer acceptance or social reasons, partially defer the readjustment to 
smooth the tariff impact when inflation raise outside a reasonable range. 

In other cases, a generic “economical and financial balance” clause in the contract is used to 
compensate certain losses that an Operator potentially incurred, normally caused by the 
Grantor or force majeure. Losses caused by the COVID-19 pandemic will certainly be item of 
discussion using such generic clauses. 
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It is our understanding that these not so clearly defined situations do not preclude the fact that 
the Operator, by history or by legal enforcement, has a right to include (or obligation to exclude) 
certain amounts from future tariffs, and as such we agree that narrowing the scope to “defined 
rate regulation” would cause certain rate regulation agreements not to be captured, with a loss 
of important information to the financial statements users. 

Additionally, in the Brazilian jurisdiction there are certain contractual arrangements where an 
Operator provides goods and services to the customers, however the Grantor (and not the 
Operator) bills the customers based on consumption information provided by the Operator, 
and using a tariff agreed upon between Grantor and Operator. The Operator then bills the 
Grantor, based on the same consumption and tariff. In such cases, temporary differences 
might arise, which are charged (or deducted) in future tariffs. However, consumption of goods 
and services must exist to enable the Operator to recover (or repay) those temporary 
differences. Currently these Operators do not recognise assets or liabilities for those 
differences. Because the scope of the ED specifically mentions “charged to customers”, it 
might lead to the conclusion that such arrangements do not fall into the scope of the ED. 

Items (c) and (f) 

 
It would be beneficial if the ED could bring more clarity in certain aspect to enable an entity to 
determine whether a regulatory agreement gives rise to regulatory assets and regulatory 
liabilities, or whether it should apply or not the new standard. 

• ED paragraph 20 is generic on defining rights and obligations that are not assets and 
liabilities. This could bring confusion, because: 

o in certain contracts, the Grantor is deemed as the final counterpart for the 
reimbursement of unpaid timing differences at the end of a concession period, 
but in fact the Operator charges the general customer for its services (including 
the timing differences) throughout the concession period. In certain cases, 
Operators applied IFRS 9, IFRS 15 and IAS 8.10 to recognise a financial asset 
or liabilities. However, the ED is more precise on representing the nature of 
these assets and liabilities. By leaving paragraph 20 as is, it might lead financial 
statements preparers to decide not to apply the new standard because in the 
past a financial asset has been recognized. We believe that, even though in a 
late manner, the new standard would trigger IAS8.7 and should be applied. 

o in other contracts, companies reached the conclusion that an unconditional 
right to receive cash from the Grantor exists for the construction or upgrade of 
a given infrastructure and applied the IFRIC 12 financial asset model. However, 
because the payments are primarily received from a company delegated by the 
Grantor to do so (for example, in Brazil electricity distribution companies collect 
the transmission fees from the general customers and pay the transmission 
companies), companies might reach the opposite conclusion that the ED is 
applicable.  

Thus, more clarity in the boundary between what would and what would not fall into the 
scope of the ED, especially in contracts which fall into the scope of IFRIC 12, would be 
desirable. 

• ED paragraph 27(c) cites “regulatory decisions or court rulings”. Certain jurisdictions 
are of a more litigant nature, sometimes due to the unclearness of the regulation. 
Setting a more objective metric (for example, final or unappealable regulatory decisions 
or court rulings) 
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• ED paragraphs 18 and 19 lacks clarity and give the impression of being switched 
conclusions (a regulatory asset rather than a regulatory liability and vice versa) 

Question 2 – Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities 
 
(a) Do you agree with the proposed definitions? Why or why not? If not, what changes do you 
suggest and why? 
(b) The proposed definitions refer to total allowed compensation for goods or services. Total 
allowed compensation would include the recovery of allowable expenses and a profit 
component (paragraphs BC87–BC113 of the Basis for Conclusions). This concept differs from 
the concepts underlying some current accounting approaches for the effects of rate regulation, 
which focus on cost deferral and may not involve a profit component (paragraphs BC224 and 
BC233–BC244 of the Basis for Conclusions). Do you agree with the focus on total allowed 
compensation, including both the recovery of allowable expenses and a profit component? 
Why or why not? 
(c) Do you agree that regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities meet the definitions of assets 
and liabilities within the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting (paragraphs BC37–
BC47)? Why or why not? 
(d) Do you agree that an entity should account for regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities 
separately from the rest of the regulatory agreement (paragraphs BC58–BC62)? Why or why 
not? 
(e) Have you identified any situations in which the proposed definitions would result in 
regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities being recognised when their recognition would 
provide information that is not useful to users of financial statements? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) 
 
Yes, we agree with the definitions. We believe the definitions capture the fact that a present 
right or a present obligation arises from a regulatory agreement. Future effects of regulatory 
agreements are neglected in the absence of a standard to capture them. In fact, we believe 
that the current interpretation of IFRS, not allowing the recognition of regulatory assets and 
liabilities is misleading to the users of the financial statements of those companies who have 
regulatory agreements in force. 
 
Item (b) 
 
Yes, we agree that the allowed compensation should include both the recovery of allowable 
expenses and a profit component over such allowable expenses, if this profit component 
exists. Emphasizing that a profit component must exist is important because it might give the 
impression that in any case a profit margin, if any, should be included. However, there are 
cases when certain costs are passed through the tariff without a margin, because the entity is 
not entitled to a margin in those costs (in such cases normally the entity receives a return over 
the Capex). 
 
Item (c) 
 
Yes, we agree. The regulatory agreement together with the timing differences make the right 
to charge, or the obligation to return to the customer, to arise. 
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Item (d) 
 
Yes, we agree. Regulatory assets and liability are in fact a new class of assets and liabilities, 
and have a unique nature, based on a tariff mechanism. Mixing those with other assets and 
liabilities arising from the regulatory agreement would bring confusion to the users of the 
financial statements. 
 
Item (e) 
 
No, we have not found such situation. 
 

Question 3 – Total allowable compensation 
(a) Do you agree with the proposed guidance on how an entity would determine total allowed 
compensation for goods or services supplied in a period if a regulatory agreement provides: 
(i) regulatory returns calculated by applying a return rate to a base, such as a regulatory capital 
base (paragraphs B13–B14 and BC92–BC95)? 
(ii) regulatory returns on a balance relating to assets not yet available for use (paragraphs B15 
and BC96–BC100)? 
(iii) performance incentives (paragraphs B16–B20 and BC101–BC110)? 
(b) Do you agree with how the proposed guidance in paragraphs B3–B27 would treat all 
components of total allowed compensation not listed in question 3(a)? Why or why not? If not, 
what approach do you recommend and why? 
(c) Should the Board provide any further guidance on how to apply the concept of total allowed 
compensation? If so, what guidance is needed and why? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) 
 
Yes, we agree. Particularly in item (ii), we understand that the board made a choice between 
recognition based on the passage of time and recognition to match the provision of goods or 
services, and chose the latter. We understand that bringing consistency to the adoption of the 
standard is important in such case. 
 
Item (b) 
 
In general we agree and have no comments on what is being proposed. 
 
Item (c) 
 
Sometimes the difference between the total allowable compensation and the revenue 
recognised according to IFRS 15 is so large that is not viable to charge the customers for such 
difference. For example, infrastructure that was built by the Operator, but could not be used 
because the Grantor did not fulfill a certain duty, leading to a massive loss of expected revenue. 
In certain situations, the Grantor reimburses the Operator with non-monetary assets – for 
example, an extension of the concession period. We believe that the proposed standard lacks 
guidance in this particular but common situation. 
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Question 4 – Recognition 
(a) Do you agree that an entity should recognise all its regulatory assets and regulatory 
liabilities? Why or why not? 
(b) Do you agree that a ‘more likely than not’ recognition threshold should apply when it is 
uncertain whether a regulatory asset or regulatory liability exists? Why or why not? If not, what 
recognition threshold do you suggest and why? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) 
 
Not recognizing all assets in liabilities would bring excessive judgement to the adoption of the 
standard, resulting in an information that could be misleading to the users of the financial 
statements. 
 
Item (b) 
 
Yes, we agree with the approach, as it is consistent with the recognition of other assets and 
liabilities. 
 

Question 5 – Measurement 
(a) Do you agree with the proposed measurement basis? Why or why not? If not, what basis 
do you suggest and why? 
(b) Do you agree with the proposed cash-flow-based measurement technique? Why or why 
not? If not, what technique do you suggest and why? 
If cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or regulatory liability are uncertain, the Exposure 
Draft proposes that an entity estimate those cash flows applying whichever of two methods—
the ‘most likely amount’ method or ‘expected value’ method—better predicts the cash flows. 
The entity should apply the chosen method consistently from initial recognition to recovery or 
fulfilment. Paragraphs BC136–BC139 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning 
behind the Board’s proposal. 
(c) Do you agree with this proposal? Why or why not? If not, what approach do you suggest 
and why? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) 
 
Yes, we agree with the proposed measurement. However, please refer to response to question 
4, item (c). If the repayment is through a concession period extension, we believe the ED lacks 
guidance on the measurement. 
 
Items (b) and (c) 
 
Yes, we agree with the techniques and proposal. In fact regulatory assets and liabilities are 
nothing but the delay of cashflows (either inflows or outflows) from providing of goods or 
services to the customers, because the tariff construction cannot predict the future. A cashflow 
based technique is what, in essence, resembles the “adjustment” to such delay. 
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Question 6 – Discount rate 
 
Paragraphs 46–49 of the Exposure Draft propose that an entity discount the estimated future 
cash flows used in measuring regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. Except in specified 
circumstances, the discount rate would be the regulatory interest rate that the regulatory 
agreement provides. Paragraphs BC159–BC166 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the 
reasoning behind the Board’s proposals. 
(a) Do you agree with these proposals? Why or why not? If not, what approach do you suggest 
and why? 
Paragraphs 50–53 of the Exposure Draft set out proposed requirements for an entity to 
estimate the minimum interest rate and to use this rate to discount the estimated future cash 
flows if the regulatory interest rate provided for a regulatory asset is insufficient to compensate 
the entity. The Board is proposing no similar requirement for regulatory liabilities. For a 
regulatory liability, an entity would use the regulatory interest rate as the discount rate in all 
circumstances. Paragraphs BC167–BC170 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the 
reasoning behind the Board’s proposals. 
(b) Do you agree with these proposed requirements for cases when the regulatory interest rate 
provided for a regulatory asset is insufficient? Why or why not? 
(c) Have you identified any other situations in which it would be appropriate to use a discount 
rate that is not the regulatory interest rate? If so, please describe the situations, state what 
discount rate you recommend and explain why it would be a more appropriate discount rate 
than the regulatory interest rate. 
Paragraph 54 of the Exposure Draft addresses cases when a regulatory agreement provides 
regulatory interest unevenly by applying a series of different regulatory interest rates in 
successive periods. It proposes that an entity should translate those rates into a single discount 
rate for use throughout the life of the regulatory asset or regulatory liability. 
(d) Do you agree with the proposal? Why or why not? If not, what do you recommend and 
why? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) and (c) 
 
In certain cases, the tariff construction is of such complexity that a regulatory agreement can 
bring several rates that could be deemed as “the regulatory rate”. For example, in some 
regulatory agreements part of the tariff is to recover non-controllable costs, and part of the tariff 
is to recover controllable costs plus cost of infrastructure built plus the return on investment. 
Each portion in the example above might have a different regulatory rate. We believe that 
clarifying that, if the regulatory agreement specifies the rate for each particular regulatory asset 
such rate shall be used will avoid distortions to the adoption of the standard. If the concept of 
regulatory rate is generically used, it might give the impression that a single rate must be 
chosen, which might bring complexity and non-useful information to the financial statements 
users. 
 
Item (b) 
 
We agree that it is unlikely that an entity accepts an excessive regulatory rate to its liabilities. 
Item (d) 
The proposal seems suitable for simplification and consistency purposes. However, it would 
be desirable that the proposed standard clarifies that it is referring to the type of rate because 
some rates known by the market (e.g., Inflation Indexes, Libor, Euribor) change value over 
time but the type of rate remains the same. If an entity applies consistently a type of rate, it is 
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our understanding that, because the amount of such rate changes, it does not fall into 
paragraph 54 of the proposed standard. 
 

Question 7 – Items affecting regulated rates only when related cash is paid or received 
 
In some cases, a regulatory agreement includes an item of expense or income in determining 
the regulated rates in the period only when an entity pays or receives the related cash, or soon 
after that, instead of when the entity recognises that item as expense or income in its financial 
statements. Paragraphs 59–66 of the Exposure Draft propose that in such cases, an entity 
would measure any resulting regulatory asset or regulatory liability using the measurement 
basis that the entity would use in measuring the related liability or related asset by applying 
IFRS Standards. An entity would adjust that measurement to reflect any uncertainty that is 
present in the regulatory asset or regulatory liability but not present in the related liability or 
related asset. Paragraphs BC174–BC177 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning 
behind the Board’s proposals. 
(a) Do you agree with the measurement proposals when items of expense or income affect 
regulated rates only when related cash is paid or received? Why or why not? If not, what 
approach do you suggest for such items and why? 
When these measurement proposals apply and result in regulatory income or regulatory 
expense arising from remeasuring the related liability or related asset through other 
comprehensive income, paragraph 69 of the Exposure Draft proposes that an entity would also 
present the resulting regulatory income or regulatory expense in other comprehensive income. 
Paragraphs BC183–BC186 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the 
Board’s proposal. 
(b) Do you agree with the proposal to present regulatory income or regulatory expense in other 
comprehensive income in this case? Why or why not? If not, what approach do you suggest 
and why? 

 
CPC response 
 
Items (a) and (b) 
 
Yes, we do agree with the approach. Recognizing regulatory assets and liabilities on a cash 
basis would go against the proposal to neutralize the timing differences caused by regulatory 
agreements, and a mismatch between revenues and expenses and respective regulatory 
income or expense would be counterintuitive. In the same sense, recognizing regulatory assets 
and/or liabilities in OCI if the item that originated the difference was recorded in OCI avoids 
contamination of the profit and loss account with items that do not belong to it. 
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Question 8 – Presentation in the statement(s) of financial performance 
(a) Do you agree that an entity should present all regulatory income minus all regulatory 
expense as a separate line item immediately below revenue (except in the case described in 
Question 7(b))? Why or why not? If not, what approach do you suggest and why? 
(b) Do you agree with the proposed inclusion of regulatory interest income and regulatory 
interest expense within the line item immediately below revenue? Why or why not? If not, what 
approach do you suggest and why? 

 
CPC response 
 
Item (a) 
 
Regulatory income/expense is an intrinsic part of the revenues of entities that have rate 
regulated contracts. Most times, such contract is the sole contract the company operates – 
sometimes it is the Company’s reason for existence. If the consideration from the contract with 
customers is revenue, the regulatory income or expenses adjusts such revenue to the total 
allowable compensation.  
 
If the proposal included in the ED remains as is, we understand that there must be a 
clarification on the interaction between regulatory assets (or liabilities), financial assets (after 
the temporary differences are charged to the customers), as well as revenue according to IFRS 
15 and regulatory income (expense). In the period an entity includes a timing difference in the 
tariff and bills the customer, shall it (i) reverse the regulatory asset (liability) and recognise 
revenue according to IFRS 15; or (ii) reclassify the regulatory asset (liability) to a receivable? 
Please note that if (ii) is adopted, such timing difference would never be part of revenues 
according to IFRS 15, understating or overstating total company revenues. An illustrative 
example detailing this would be welcome. 
 
 
Item (b) 
 
Yes, because (i) it is part of a rate regulated contract entity to have such timing differences, 
hence the interest on such differences – so it is part of the company’s operations (and not 
financing); (ii) it will be charged to the customers as tariff;  
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Question 9 – Disclosure 
(a) Do you agree that the overall disclosure objective should focus on information about an 
entity’s regulatory income, regulatory expense, regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities? 
Why or why not? If not, what focus do you suggest and why? 
(b) Do you have any other comments on the proposed overall disclosure objective? 
Paragraphs 77–83 of the Exposure Draft set out the Board’s proposals for specific disclosure 
objectives and disclosure requirements. 
(c) Do you have any comments on these proposals? Should any other disclosures be required? 
If so, how would requiring those other disclosures help an entity better meet the proposed 
disclosure objectives? 
(d) Are the proposed overall and specific disclosure objectives and disclosure requirements 
worded in a way that would make it possible for preparers, auditors, regulators and 
enforcement bodies to assess whether information disclosed is sufficient to meet those 
objectives? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Items (a) to (d) 
 
We overall agree with the proposals. However, due to tariff formula potential complexities, we 
believe that a call for amalgamation of similar information would be beneficial. The way 
requirements are currently might lead the preparers to include too much information, which will 
end up becoming confusing for the users of the financial statements. 
 

Question 10 – Effective date and transition 
(a) Do you agree with these proposals? 
(b) Do you have any comments you wish the Board to consider when it sets the effective date 
for the Standard? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Items (a) and (b) 
 
We overall agree with the proposals.  
 
However, because rate regulated contracts are normally for a long period (20 or 30 years 
normally in the local jurisdiction), there could be situations where a temporary difference 
created in the early years of the contract has been charged for such a long period that the 
Operator does not have reliable control of the balance of the temporary difference, or absence 
of audit trail, to enable a full retrospective approach. Such situation might be derived from poor 
regulatory control in not so mature regulatory environments, IT system changes, inflationary 
effects, Grantor structural changes, or from the normal legal records retention obligations. 
 
We suggest the inclusion of a practical expedient to enable the retrospective adoption of the 
Standard when retrieving the appropriate information is not practical or feasible.  
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Question 11 – Other IFRS standards 
(a) Do you have any comments on these proposals? Should the Board provide any further 
guidance on how the requirements proposed in the Exposure Draft would interact with any 
other IFRS Standards? If yes, what is needed and why? 
(b) Do you have any comments on the proposed amendments to other IFRS Standards? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Items (a) and (b) 
 
We have no comments to the proposals. 
 

Question 12 – Likely effects of the proposals 
(a) Paragraphs BC222–BC244 provide the Board’s analysis of the likely effects of 
implementing the proposals on information reported in the financial statements and on the 
quality of financial reporting. Do you agree with this analysis? Why or why not? If not, with 
which aspects of the analysis do you disagree and why? 
(b) Paragraphs BC245–BC250 provide the Board’s analysis of the likely costs of implementing 
the proposals. Do you agree with this analysis? Why or why not? If not, with which aspects of 
the analysis do you disagree and why? 
(c) Do you have any other comments on how the Board should assess whether the likely 
benefits of implementing the proposals outweigh the likely costs of implementing them or on 
any other factors the Board should consider in analysing the likely effects? 

 
CPC response: 
 
Item (a) 
 
Regulatory income/expense is an intrinsic part of the revenues of entities that have rate 
regulated contracts. Most times, such contract is the sole contract the company operates – 
sometimes it is the Company’s reason for existence. If the consideration from the contract with 
customers is revenue, the regulatory income or expenses adjusts such revenue to the total 
allowable compensation.  
If the proposal included in the ED remains as is, we understand that there must be a 
clarification on the interaction between regulatory assets (or liabilities), financial assets (after 
the temporary differences are charged to the customers), as well as revenue according to IFRS 
15 and regulatory income (expense). In the period an entity includes a timing difference in the 
tariff and bills the customer, shall it (i) reverse the regulatory asset (liability) and recognise 
revenue according to IFRS 15; or (ii) reclassify the regulatory asset (liability) to a receivable? 
Please note that if (ii) is adopted, such timing difference would never be part of revenues 
according to IFRS 15, understating or overstating total company revenues. An illustrative 
example detailing this would be welcome. 
 
Items (a) to (c) 
 
We agree in general with the Board’s analysis and conclusions. 
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Question 13 – Other comments 
Do you have any other comments on the proposals in the Exposure Draft or on the Illustrative 
Examples accompanying the Exposure Draft? 

 
CPC response: 
 
We have no further comments. 

 


